
SfEP MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 2016
Responses were received from 402 subscribers, representing 18.0% of the Society’s membership in
November 2016. PARN tell us that few membership organisations enjoy response rates as high as this – so
thank you very much; but it would be nice to hear more from some groups of members:
· About the same proportions of participants are Intermediate and Professional Members as in the

membership as a whole, but
· Advanced Professional Members are over-represented and Entry-Level Members under-represented.
· Encouragingly, members who have recently joined and members who have belonged for between

three and five years also have about the same ‘share’ as they do in the total membership, and
· Those who have belonged to the Society for more than five years a greater ‘share’.
· Members who have belonged for between one and three years are under-represented, as are
· Members aged 35 or below, probably (we don’t know our members’ ages).

Three Corporate Subscribers took part this year, but no Friends did so. All of the questions received high
response rates, for which, again, thanks.

Fewer software problems occurred than last year, but sadly Survey Monkey does not work on all platforms
and we will need to review this in future. Nonetheless, participants struggled through (for which, thanks
once again) and you have supplied data that (importantly) are directly comparable with data supplied in
previous years. Because last year’s data were so compromised by the software problems, we show
comparisons with both the 2015 and the 2014 Surveys.

Question 3 let us test the extent of specialisation. Nearly two-thirds of participants work in more than one
main subject area, less than 15% work only on books (3% or less for all other media surveyed), and less
than 8% work only for publishing companies. Clearly, several widely held impressions of what professional
editors do are too simple and inaccurate.

Before coming to the profession nearly 60% of participants had never worked in publishing. This, too,
contradicts a widely held impression.

Participants’ ratings of the benefits SfEP provides are shown both in aggregate (where the number of
members providing a rating can affect the result) and as percentages of all ratings submitted (including
blanks). The aggregate view gave ‘important’ ratings to our training courses (especially the online courses),
the general forums, the Directory and our Local Groups. Pleasingly, the numbers placing high ratings on
Editing Matters and on the Conference have risen. Some ratings on this method were distorted (see report)
so are not listed here. The percentage view shows that the highest importance was given to the Directory,
the local Groups, the general forums, our website, workshop training, mentoring and Editing Matters.

It was gratifying to see that 75% of members find the subscription good or excellent value for money and
that most participants thought that Society administration had performed ‘well’ or ‘satisfactorily’.

We pay close attention to the reasons why participants might lapse, and three interdependent factors –
difficulty finding enough work, upgrading requirements, subscription cost – are all up this year.

The Council would like to thank every subscriber who took the time to share their thoughts with us.
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SfEP MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 2016

TOTALS AND CHARTS

% of members and of participants in each membership grade:

(Note: Eight participants used membership numbers that could not be matched; thirty-seven used fictional
membership numbers; one number was used by two different people.)

Q1 When did you join the SfEP?

Totals: 0         113       44            98           95            2     (3 CS and 46 ‘anonymous’ also took part)

Totals: 102              88              45       74               91
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Q2 If you are willing, please tell us which age bracket you fit into.

(Note:  We cannot compare this with the age distribution of the whole membership, as very few members
tell us their age when they join.)

Q3 What subject areas do you work in?

This year’s question allows us to quantify how far our members specialise: specialists are in the minority.
The horizontal bars behind show the percentages of participants working in four main areas: they add up
to 171%, so obviously a lot work in more than one of these areas. The vertical bars show the percentages
working in just one area (to left) or more than one area. It is interesting, for example, that while 16
participants work only on social sciences subjects, and 51 only on arts/humanities subjects, 66 work in both
areas.

Totals: 3         45              156          148               47

Totals: Fiction: 111, Humanities: 229, Social sciences: 179, STEM: 141

58      16      51      20       23     13      8      66      6      28      23       4      33     12      25
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Likewise, previous years’ surveys had suggested (and the following graph illustrates) that relatively few of
our members work on just one type of publication. Figures in superscript are the participants who work
only on that type of publication (for example, out of 301 participants who work on books, 54 work only on
books):

Moreover, relatively few participants work just for one type of client (so, while 255 work for publishing
firms, 30 work just for publishing firms):

For comparison, this year’s results are shown below compiled in the way used in previous years:

Totals: 30154     17011     1281        671        1856        474        131        262         805

Totals: 1384    1915    1180     25530   15417     1031     850     865     733     123     120
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We asked participants who work on
educational publications to identify the
subject areas they work in:

In different places, we asked how many
participants currently work in-house, and
also how many work freelance or have
done so in the past, and for how long:
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Totals: 141     229    301   170    154   128      67      85     185      92

Totals: 24       148     92  124
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Q4 How did you first hear of the SfEP?

Q5  It’s helpful to know about our members' backgrounds.

We first asked whether participants had ever worked in-house for (a) publisher(s). Of the 388 participants
who answered, 145 (37.3%) had done so, 218 (59.5%) had never done so and 12 (3.1%) had been a
freelance editorial professional throughout their working lives. Thirteen responses that are not included in
this summary appear in later analysis. The relative over-representation of Advanced Professional Members
in the responses, and under-representation of Entry-Level Members , may affect these results

A supplementary question asked about the careers of those who had worked (or currently work) in-house
for (a) publisher(s):
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Totals: 4     187        8        1          25        83          4         26         34

Totals: 20        61        37       42         112       33           21         67         20           5           10         –
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This pie chart gives some perspective
about the lines ‘chose to leave’ and ‘no
choice to stay’ in the above. Most listed
as ‘career break’ decided to go freelance
after having children, rather than return
to employment.

Q6  If, before you joined the SfEP,
you worked outside publishing, what did you do?

This chart has been prepared on the basis used in previous years.

However, this year we asked about a broader range of past occupations:
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Totals: 65    60    87    32    42   20    73    82    48   109    50    68    54     7     9     17

Totals: 65   60   87  32  42 20  73  65  38  87 49  50  56  45  21  7   9   17
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If we compare this graph with the final graph in Q3, in some columns (e.g. business, professional) each
coloured band is roughly proportionate to the columns in that graph. In the teaching and postgraduate
columns fewer freelances with 5–10 years’ experience appear than we might expect, and in the voluntary
sector column fewer freelances with 10+ years’ experience than we might expect.

Q7 What did you hope to gain from joining the SfEP?

We asked what importance participants would place on various things that members have told us they
hope to gain from joining the SfEP, and whether they would place no importance on them (N/A):

This question was asked a different way last year, so the following graph should be treated with caution
(the paler columns are last year’s results):
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Q8 How do you value the SfEP’s services?

Here we look at the percentage of those participants supplying ratings rated benefits highly, less highly
and so on – and how many either expressed no opinion (‘blank’) or did not know about the benefit. For
example, 7.6% said they did not know about the Directory and 30.2% expressed no opinion about it; while
38.8% rated it first, second or third among the benefits the Society provides. The benefits that are most
highly valued are the Directory, the local groups, the general forums, the Society’s website, our workshop
courses and our mentoring. Editing Matters was also rated highly.

For comparison purposes, this graph compiles this information in the way used last year, which was
adopted because of software problems (as before, paler columns are last year’s results):

This approach took no account of ‘blanks’ or ‘unknowns’. As a result, where relatively few members give a
benefit a rating (e.g. targeted job offers, mentoring, Epoq legal advice) those that rate it highly or poorly
carry disproportionate weight.  Conversely, where most participants offer a rating (e.g. Editing Matters,
Conference) ‘good’ or ‘medium’ ratings carry less weight than in the first graph.
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Q9 To what extent do you feel that your annual SfEP subscription gives value for money?

As last year, we also asked how participants felt that various parts of the society’s administration had
performed (paler rows are last year’s figures):

Q10 It would be helpful to have your input into the training strategy.

A large number of suggestions were received, which are difficult to tabulate in a report for general
circulation. Please contact the membership director if you would like more detail than what follows.

Most suggestions were for ways in which existing courses could be developed or extended (e.g. workshop
courses run online or vice versa). A long list emerged of potential new subjects, or extensions to existing
subjects; relatively few suggestions for CPD were submitted, but it is clear that there is considerable
demand for the SfEP to do more in this area; and a number of suggestions for future Professional
Development Days were received. Thank you to the many members who answered this question.
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Totals: 117        157          77   15
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Q11 Do you subscribe to the Forum?

We asked participants who never or rarely use the forums why this was so. In order, the reasons given
were: ‘I never remember’ (around half of respondents), ‘I spend too much time at my computer as it is’ and
various ‘other’ replies (around one-third), and ‘I’m too busy’ (around one-quarter).

 Q12 What might help or encourage you to upgrade to a higher grade of membership?

For comparison purposes, the following graph compiles this information in the way used last year:
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Totals: 273            17      13      65

Totals: 209    218        180          179          189           22
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Last year we asked some different questions, so two columns for 2016 (time constraints, not got around to
it) have been extracted from comments, which probably understates them.

Q14 If you are currently intending not to renew on 1 March, which of the following factors are
behind your decision?

To make this easier to read, we have grouped the ratings in pairs (1 and 2, 3 and 4, and so on).
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Totals: 25      19       22       18      18      21      19       22         6
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For comparison purposes, this graph compiles this information in the way used last year:

When work is difficult to find, subscription costs seem high and upgrade requirements are difficult to
meet. It is also true that relatively few members answer this question, so results can vary from year to year.
It is clear, however, that times are hard for many members.

PARTICIPANTS’ COMMENTS

(a) SfEP career help

‘Joining SFEP helped me assess and benchmark my editorial skills, and then address gaps through the
wonderful SFEP mentoring scheme’; ‘it is a newbie's catch-all resource’; ‘I had never worked in house, so all
my learning has been either through SfEP courses/conferences or from experience’; ‘joining gave me more
confidence which helped me get my current job’; ‘being a member of the SfEP gives me the standard to
work towards’; ‘to be honest I am not too sure... I retain my membership for CV purposes’

(b) What participants like

‘Finding my “tribe” (especially the conference I attended)’; ‘the endless supply of knowledge and wisdom
available through the forums’; ‘most importantly a sense of professionalism’; ‘the mentoring scheme –
wonderful training and confidence-building’; ‘support from local group (practical, psychological)’; ‘IM
Available is a great help for finding work’; ‘ideas gained from seeing what other SfEP members do’; ‘the
Directory … I have obtained thousands of pounds worth of work from it’; ‘the peripheral volunteers are
really the people who make SfEP what it is’

(c) What participants dislike

‘Book publishing is not the only kind of publishing in the world and I'm getting the feeling that's all SfEP
focuses on’; ‘I have never needed the directory and I find the bundling of the directory with membership
fee irksome’; ‘many of the discounts ... aren't as attractive if a member is not living in the UK or using
sterling’; ‘it is insulting for a long-standing professional to have to answer an editing question before
renewing a subscription’; ‘I cannot fault the SfEP. It just isn't for developmental editors (so far as I can see)’;
‘website … information … can be very difficult to find’; ‘the constant push to get members to upgrade has
resulted in a devaluing of the grades’; ‘Council … are rigid in their thinking and unresponsive’;
‘Professional Members ... and above ... regard themselves as the “real” members of the society, with those
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... below an ... inconvenient bolt-on’; ‘remain elite with very high standards ... the society is expanding too
much ... some members have few skills ... this is driving down pay (and standards)’; ‘the sub-editing side of
journalism is under-represented within the SfEP’

(d) What participants would like to see

‘Lifetime membership reduction’; ‘chartered status. This is a positive step towards better recognition of
editorial standards and better status for skilled editorial professionals’; ‘help with building a website that
suits an editor's particular needs’; ‘more good practice publications’; ‘greater discounts on training
courses’; ‘local training courses’; ‘mentoring beyond copyediting’; ‘discounts for other related conferences’;
‘past papers to help you prepare [for the online test]’; ‘more training opportunities [specifically for
proofreaders]’; ‘more local evening meetings’; ‘hold [PDD] in a location that is not so costly to get to’; ‘a
membership fee discount for overseas members’; ‘interest or information days offering exposure to or
awareness of other types of editing’; ‘printable certificate to prove Professional Membership’; mentoring in
starting/running an editing business

(e) What participants did before becoming editors

‘”Non-publishers” [with] a publishing programme’; ‘research scientist in industry’; ‘lorry driving’; ‘a food
import business’; ‘musical theatre’; ‘Baptist minister’; ‘self-employed image consultant’; ‘making musical
instruments’; ‘library and information professional’; ‘bookseller’; ‘medical secretary ... in General Practice’;
‘tattoo studio manager and senior body piercer’; ‘broadcast journalist’; ‘probation officer’; ‘ferry manager
(Trinidad and Venezuela)’; ‘television subtitling’; ‘military’; ‘museum curator’; ‘acupuncturist and clinic
proprietor’; ‘making games and puzzles’

(f) Particular problems

‘It's a vicious circle of not having enough training to get work experience, and not being able to get work
experience because I don't have enough training’; ‘a system that takes into account other academic
qualifications for specialist editors with higher degrees’; ‘an upgrade route for developmental editors’

(g) Other

‘I would like to commend Hazel for her time and effort in trying to publish my essay in Editing Matters,
despite the fact that it was too long. She went out of her way to reduce it to an acceptable length, and her
communication with me was very professional’; ‘I don't think it should be too easy to upgrade, or the
industry won't have confidence in the grades’
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